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Abstract

Symmetry breaking has led to huge improvements
in search performance, and has recently been the
subject of considerable research. The related con-
cept of dominance is even more powerful than sym-
metry, yet it has been relatively unused in Con-
straint Programming. This paper describes pre-
viously unexploited dominances for three well-
studied symmetric problems. Experiments show
the benefit of adding constraints to exclude both
symmetric and dominated solutions.

1 Introduction
A great deal of work has been done by the Constraint Pro-
gramming (CP) community in the area of detection and ex-
ploitation of symmetric search states. Informally, a pair of
search states si, sj is symmetric if there is a validity preserv-
ing mapping between them. For each extension of si (includ-
ing si itself) there is a corresponding state that is an extension
of sj with the same validity. If the extension to si is a (non-
)solution then so is the corresponding extension to sj . Obvi-
ously this relationship is bi-directional: if si is symmetric to
sj then sj is symmetric to si.

Dominance relations are a standard tool in the search for
optimal solutions to combinatorial optimization problems.
Informally, a dominance relation is a relation on a pair of
search states si, sj stating that the best solution that is an ex-
tension of sj is no better than the best extension of si. There-
fore only si needs to be extended. There are two primary
differences between dominance relations and symmetry: the
cost function of the former and the bi-directionality of the lat-
ter. While symmetry has traditionally been applied in satis-
faction problems, we can easily model satisfaction problems
as having a cost function that is zero for any solution and infi-
nite for a non-solution. The bi-directionality can be dealt with
by adding constraints to enforce the anti-symmetric condition
of the dominance relation.

Even well-studied problems in the symmetry literature may
also contain unexploited dominances that can be used to sig-
nificantly improve search performance. Proll & Smith [16]
used the term pseudo-symmetry to denote the same weaken-
ing of bi-directionality. They added pseudo-symmetry break-
ing constraints to improve search in a template design prob-

lem. Getoor et al. [12] added domain-specific redundant con-
straints to remove sub-optimal solutions from online schedul-
ing problems. Gent et al. [10] recently added constraints to
the Graceful Graphs problem to exclude dominated solutions.
But despite these examples, dominance has been far less ex-
ploited than symmetry in CP.

With the aim of stimulating further research in this area, we
present three case studies using symmetric problems from the
CP literature. Section 2 provides some background. Section
3 studies the Maximum-Density Still Life problem, Section
4 Steel Mill Slab Design, and Section 5 Peaceable Armies of
Queens. Section 6 concludes the paper. All our experiments
are performed on a 733 MHz Pentium II.

2 Dominance Relations and Symmetry

Ibaraki [14] provides a formal definition of dominance rela-
tions to find a single optimal solution.1 Assuming a standard
constructive tree search as in common in CP, let S be the set
of all search states, and let f(s) be the minimum cost feasi-
ble solution that is an extension of the search state, s ∈ S.
If s is infeasible then f(s) = ∞. A dominance relation is a
binary relation � on search states that satisfies the following
conditions:

• si � sj implies f(si) ≤ f(sj)

• � is a partial ordering: transitive, reflexive, and anti-
symmetric

• si � sj ∧ si 6= sj implies that there exists some ex-
tension si′ of si such that for all extensions sj′ of sj ,
si′ � sj′ ∧ si′ 6= sj′

The anti-symmetric requirement means that if f(si) =
f(sj) and si 6= sj then only one of si � sj or sj � si

can hold. In that case, a simple way to tie-break is to allow
si � sj if si was found before sj in the tree search.

As an example of dominance relations, Ibaraki uses the
(now) familiar 8-queens where the dominance relation si �
sj holds if and only if the patterns represented by the search
states are isomorphic and si was found before sj .

1Ibaraki presents alternative conditions for finding all optimal
solutions, while another condition that we do not discuss here arises
from technical aspects of branch-and-bound search.



Because an explicit relation on all pairs of search states is
impractical, dominance relations are often based on proper-
ties of the search states. That is, a property X is identified and
it is proved that search states with X dominate search states
without X . For example, in job shop scheduling, solutions
which are “semi-active” have been shown to dominate non-
semi-active solutions and a common heuristic searches only
for semi-active solutions [7]. We will follow this property-
based approach.

Suppose that we are able to identify a property P of a
search state with the following attribute: if there exists a so-
lution satisfying P then there also exists at least one solution
satisfying ¬P . This is a one-way relationship because the
existence of a solution satisfying ¬P need not imply the ex-
istence of a solution satisfying P . However, by only consid-
ering solutions satisfying ¬P we can reduce the search space
without affecting validity. One way to do this is to add con-
straints to enforce ¬P . We shall call this technique domi-
nance enforcement. It is directly analogous to the addition of
symmetry breaking constraints to a model [17] and is justified
by the following simple theorem:

Theorem. Dominance enforcement preserves va-
lidity.

Proof. Consider two cases. (i) There is no solution satisfying
P . Then adding the constraint ¬P excludes no solutions. (ii)
There is at least one solution satisfying P . Then there also ex-
ists at least one solution satisfying ¬P , which the constraint
¬P does not exclude. QED.

However, this does not prove that combining two domi-
nance constraints is guaranteed to preserve at least one solu-
tion. (The same applies to symmetry breaking, for example
when breaking both row and column symmetries in a ma-
trix model [8] one must be careful to combine the two sets
of constraints in the correct way.) In this paper we shall ig-
nore this important point, as this is a work in progress, but a
more formal treatment of the subject would be a useful direc-
tion for future work. This might proceed along similar lines
to the many recent applications of group theory to symme-
try breaking. Other approaches such as Symmetry Breaking
During Search (SBDS) [2; 11] might also be generalized to
dominance enforcement.

Note that, unlike symmetry breaking, by enforcing dom-
inance we may lose access to the full set of solutions. But
this is unimportant for problems in which we are interested
in finding any [optimal] solution, or in proving insolubility
[optimality].

3 Maximum-Density Still Life
Our first case study is the game of Life, invented by Conway
in the 1960s. In an infinite 2-dimensional array, each cell
is either alive or dead and has 8 neighbours. The game is
initialized by setting each cell alive or dead. Subsequently the
array is transformed into a new pattern for as many iterations
as desired using a few simple rules: (1) a cell with 2 living
neighbours is unchanged in the new pattern; (2) a cell with 3
neighbours is alive in the new pattern; and (3) any other cell
is dead in the new pattern. A still-life is a pattern that does
not change between iterations. A maximum density still-life

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ · · ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ · · ◦ ◦
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

Figure 1: A still-life pattern for dominance enforcement.

is one with the greatest number of live cells, in a finite square
region R of N × N cells (all cells outside R are dead).

3.1 A Basic Model
Two integer program (IP) formulations of this problem were
given in [3]. We use the second, better model which has a 0/1
variable xe for each cell e ∈ R, 1 denoting a live cell and 0 a
dead one. The constraints are as follows:
• Death by isolation: 2xe−

∑

f∈N(e) xf ≤ 0, where N(e)

denotes the variables corresponding to the neighbours of
e’s cell.

• Death by overcrowding: 3xe +
∑

f∈N(e) xf ≤ 6.

• Birth: ∀S ⊂ N(e), |S| = 3 : −xe +
∑

f∈S xf −
∑

f∈N(e)−S xf ≤ 2.

• Cells outside R cannot become alive: xf +xg +xh ≤ 2,
where f , g and h are 3 cells lying in a line along the
boundary of R.

• The density must be at least d:
∑

e∈R xe ≥ d.
To solve the problem we solve a series of CSPs with increas-
ing d.

3.2 Dominance
Consider the pattern of cells in Figure 1 with ◦ denoting dead
cells. In any still-life the cells marked · can be all live or
all dead. Moreover, if there is a solution of density at least
d in which they are all dead then there is also a solution of
density greater than d in which they are not all dead. This
is the property P we need to apply dominance enforcement
constraints: we add a constraint ¬P forcing one of them to
be live. However, if one of the four is live they they must all
be live, in order to form a still-life, so we can add a stronger
constraint:

∑

i∈O 4xi +
∑

j∈X xj ≥ 4. X denotes the cells
marked · while O denotes those marked ◦. The pattern may
be partly off the edge of the finite region R, as long as the
four central cells are inside R. We call these constraints D.

A second dominance is based on the following observa-
tion: if there is a solution whose top row contains only dead
cells then there is also a solution in which this is not true.
We can simply translate the pattern one or more rows up-
ward until a live cell appears in the top row. Therefore we
can add a translational dominance enforcement constraint to
exclude patterns in which the top row is all dead. Similarly,
we can exclude patterns in which the left column is all dead:
∑N

i=1 xi1 ≥ 1 and
∑N

j=1 x1j ≥ 1. We call these constraints
T . Note that T are not symmetry breaking constraints: not
every pattern with live top row cells can be translated to one
whose top cells are all dead.



N M M+T M+D M+T+D
5 opt 999 877 999 877
proof 709 639 709 639
6 opt 7501 3009 7484 2993
proof 25703 22292 25700 22289
7 opt 161626 145563 161542 145487
proof 159718 149054 159686 149023
8 opt 4893631 4682075 4882021 4672235
proof 3289248 3143639 3282801 3137996

N M M+T M+D M+T+D
5 opt <0.1s <0.1s <0.1s <0.1s
proof <0.1s <0.1s <0.1s <0.1s
6 opt 0.5s 0.2s 0.5s 0.2s
proof 1.4s 1.2s 1.5s 1.3s
7 opt 11s 10s 12s 10s
proof 11s 11s 13s 11s
8 opt 6m2s 5m48s 6m22s 6m34s
proof 4m23s 4m18s 4m40s 4m16s

Figure 2: Still-life results (backtracks and CPU time)

3.3 Results and Discussion
We transform the basic model M , with and without the T
and D constraints, to linear pseudo-Boolean form and then
apply a simple backtracker to solve the problem. Pseudo-
Boolean form is a special form of 0/1 integer program that
can be solved by SAT-based algorithms (see for example [1]).
The backtracker uses a lexicographical variable ordering (ex-
cept that a variable whose domain size becomes 1 is imme-
diately assigned) and a value ordering that tries 0 before 1.
The results are shown in Figure 2: “opt” is the CPU time or
backtracks needed to find an optimal solution and “proof” is
the time or backtracks to prove that no denser solution exists
(restarting the algorithm with a lower bound equal to the best
known value plus 1).

In all cases the dominance enforcement constraints reduce
or leave unchanged the required number of backtracks. The
D constraints result in little reduction in backtracks while in-
curring a CPU time overhead. The T constraints, on the other
hand, reduce both the backtracks and the CPU time. The re-
sults are comparable with the basic CP and IP results of [6]
but not as good as their hybrid approach nor other state-of-
the-art approaches [15; 19]. Though the improvement due to
dominance is small we feel that it is worth reporting, because
the geometrically-inspired dominances may inspire more ef-
fective versions for this or other problems. (In fact we reuse
the idea of translational dominance in Section 5.)

4 Steel Mill Slab Design
Our second case study is a simplified industrial problem. In
a steel mill, slabs are produced from molten iron in a finite
number of sizes which are later cut to fulfil individual orders.
Given a set of orders of certain sizes, we must pack the orders
onto the slabs while minimizing the total size of the slabs. In
addition, each order is assigned a colour, corresponding to
a route through the mill. There is a limit, p, on how many

different colours may be assigned to a slab. We denote the S
slab sizes by σi, the K colours by κi, and the O order weights
by ωi.

4.1 A Basic Model
We start from a basic model similar to the IP model of [13],
but explicitly model wastage as suggested in [9]. The number
of slabs is not known in advance so we assume that there may
be as many slabs as orders. A size variable sij is 1 if and only
if slab i takes size σj . Each slab has up to one size,

∑

j sij ≤
1, and a slab with no size implicitly has size 0, denoting that it
is unused. The optimization problem of minimizing the total
slab size can be reduced to a series of CSPs with decreasing
upper bound U on the size. Each CSP has a total capacity
constraint:

∑

i

∑

j sijσj ≤ U . An order variable oij is 1 if
and only if order j is assigned to slab i. Each slab capacity
must not be exceeded and each order is assigned to exactly
one slab:

∑

j

oijωj ≤
∑

k

sikσk

∑

i

oij = 1

A colour variable cij is 1 if and only if colour j is assigned
to slab i. (In some instances not all colours are used, so
we relabel them to consecutive numbers.) No more than p
colours may be assigned to a slab, and if an order is as-
signed to a slab then so is its colour:

∑

j cij ≤ p and
oij ≤ ciκj

. A wastage variable eil for l = 1 . . . B where
B = dlog2(U −

∑

j ωj +1)e is such that the wastage for slab

i is bounded by
∑B

l=1 2l−1eil:
∑

j

sijσj −
∑

k

oikωk ≤
∑

l

2l−1eil

The total wastage is bounded by:
∑

i

∑

l

2l−1eil ≤ U −
∑

k

ωk

4.2 Symmetry
When variable sets form matrices, as they do here, a pow-
erful way of breaking symmetry is to impose lexicographi-
cal ordering on rows and/or columns [8]. In principle this
can be expressed in linear constraints by comparing weighted
sums of the form

∑

i 2i−1xi (assuming binary variables), but
the finite word length of a computer makes this impracti-
cal for large vectors of variables. Instead we approximately
break symmetry by using sums of the form

∑

i i2xi but re-
tain the symmetry breaking ideas of Frisch et al. This tech-
nique (which we have not seen used before but do not claim
to be original) potentially breaks some symmetry but leaves
at least one solution, because at least one weighted sum will
be greatest whatever coefficients we choose. But it may not
break all symmetries because more than one weighted sum
may be equal. In future work we hope to repeat the experi-
ments below using lexicographic ordering.

Orders of the same weight and colour are interchangeable
so we approximately order those columns of the order vari-
able matrix:

∑

i i2(oik − oij) ≥ 0, where j < k, κj = κk



and ωj = ωk. The constraints
(

∑

l

l2

)

∑

k

k2(sik − sjk) +
∑

l

l2(oil − ojl) ≥ 0

order slabs by decreasing size, and where two slabs take the
same size force their order vectors to be approximately or-
dered. The o variables are prevented from interfering with
the slab size ordering by the coefficient

∑

l l2.

4.3 Implied Constraints
Consider an implied constraint of Frisch et al. If symmetry
breaking constraints are used then the first slab must be large
enough to be assigned the largest order µ (though it is not
necessarily assigned to the first slab). Furthermore, because
of the slab size ordering, order µ must be assigned to a slab
1 . . .M where M = min(O, bU/ωµc): oiµ = 0 and i >
M . The upper bound U on the total capacity can be used in
implied constraints:

∑

k≥i

∑

j

skjσj + (i − 1)
∑

j

sijσj ≤ U

where 2 ≤ i ≤ O. Similar constraints impose a lower bound
on the total capacity:

∑

k≤i

∑

j

skjσj + (O − i)
∑

j

sijσj ≥
∑

k

ωk

4.4 Dominance
We have found four dominances in the steel mill slab design
problem. To the best of our knowledge the fourth is new, but
the other three could have been incorporated immediately into
the model without considerations of dominance. However,
they were not used in previous work on this problem, and
we aim to show that thinking in dominance terms can lead to
them in a natural way.2

We use a small example of Frisch et al. as an illustration:
the available slab sizes are {1, 3, 4}, the available colours are
{red, green, blue, orange, brown} and the input orders are
shown in Figure 3. It also shows three optimal solutions, the
first taken from Frisch et al.

Colour Dominance. Consider a hypothetical solution (not
in Figure 3) in which only two orders are assigned to slab 1:
5,6 which are both orange. Assume that p = 2 so that each
slab can be assigned up to 2 colours. Then we are free to
assign another colour such as blue to slab 1 without violating
a colour constraint, even though no blue orders are assigned
to it. This is a form of dominance: if a solution exists with
orders 5,6 assigned to slab 1 which is assigned the colour
orange, then there exists a solution with slab 1 also assigned
the colour blue. To enforce the dominance we add constraints
to exclude states in which a colour is assigned to a slab but

2These dominances may have been made unnecessary by not
branching on the related variables, for example by not branching on
colour variables we do not encounter colour-dominated solutions. It
is an open question which strategy works best, but by leaving the
choice of branching variables free we are able to apply a generic
solver that does not provide branching control.

order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
weight 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
colour R G G B O O O B B

Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3
slab size orders slab size orders slab size orders

1 4 7,8,9 1 3 8,9 1 3 8,9
2 3 1,3 2 3 1,3 2 3 1,3
3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2
4 3 4,5,6 4 3 4,5,6 4 1 4

5 1 7 5 1 7
6 1 5
7 1 6

Figure 3: A small example and three optimal solutions

no order of that colour is: cik ≤
∑

j∈Sk
oij , where Sk =

{j |κj = k}. The definition of the colour constraint therefore
has been changed from an “if” to an “if-and-only-if”.

Wastage Dominance. The ≤-definition of wastage can be
transformed to an =-definition by adding inequalities:

∑

j

sijσj −
∑

k

oikωk ≥
∑

l

2l−1eil

Now the eil give the exact wastage for slab i instead of an
upper bound. This is a dominance: if a solution exists in
which the wastage is greater than necessary, then there also
exists one in which it is exactly the total slab size minus the
total order weight. This is not a symmetry as we may not be
able to increase a slab wastage without violating the upper
bound on total wastage.

Capacity Dominance. Consider any solution in which the
size of a slab is larger than necessary: that is, it could be
reduced to the next smaller size (or even smaller) while still
exceeding or equalling the sum of the weights of its assigned
orders. The existence of the wasteful solution implies the
existence of the better solution (but not vice-versa) so we can
add constraints to exclude the former:

O
∑

k=2

sik(1 + σk−1) ≤
∑

j

oijωj si1 ≤
∑

j

oij

A slab’s size is now a function of its orders: it is the smallest
size that is large enough to contain the slab’s orders. If no
orders are assigned then a slab has size 0.

Cutting Dominance. The second solution of Figure 3 is
derived from the first by cutting slab 1 of size 4 into slab
1 of size 3 and slab 5 of size 1. The third solution is de-
rived from the second by cutting slab 4 of size 3 into slabs
4,6,7 each of size 1. These transformations are reversible
and could be treated as a symmetry, giving an opportunity
for further symmetry breaking by adding constraints such as:
s13 + o17 + o18 + o19 ≤ 3. But we may need to enumerate
a large number of assignment-size combinations. This situa-
tion can be improved by relaxing the symmetry requirement
to a dominance as follows. Consider any solution in which
slab 1 has size 4 and is assigned orders {7} ∪ S for some or-
ders S. Then it can be decomposed into two slabs, one of size



PBS
O Uopt Solver (a) (b) (c) (d)
12 77 0.3 1.89 0.44 0.4 1.59
16 99 18.9 13.2 4.8 3.81 5.43
18 110 226 948 57.9 48.5 45.4
19 115 1493 36.9 141 7.00
20 122 2683 394 10.5 54.1
21 135 246 801 0.74 1085
25 166 882 18.5 964 31.3
30 195 — — 37.6 198

Figure 4: Search times in seconds for optimum solutions.

1 assigned order 7, the other of size 3 assigned orders S. This
is always possible: no colour constraint can become violated
by cutting a slab into two, nor can the total capacity constraint
be violated as the capacity is unchanged. The reverse trans-
formation (merging two slabs into one) might violate a colour
constraint so this is not a symmetry. This dominance can be
enforced by adding a constraint to exclude any solution in
which slab 1 has size 4 (size number 3) and is assigned order
7: s13 + o17 ≤ 1. This binary constraint subsumes several
symmetry breaking constraints of higher arity.

These binary constraints do not enforce all cutting domi-
nances. In the second solution of Figure 3, orders 4,5,6 are
assigned to slab 4, which therefore has size 1 + 1 + 1 = 3.
We cannot cut this into two slabs of sizes 1 and 2 because 2 is
not a valid slab size. We can cut it into 3 slabs of size 1 as in
the third solution. All the cutting dominance constraints can
be described by sij +

∑

k∈Ω oik ≤ |Ω| where:

• Ω contains orders of no more than p different colours;

• either (i)
∑

k∈Ω ωk = σj and there is a proper partition-
ing of Ω into subsets each of whose size is a slab weight;
or (ii) σj −

∑

k∈Ω ωk = σj′ for some j′ and there is a
partitioning of Ω (possibly the trivial partitioning {Ω})
into subsets each of whose size is a slab weight;

• Ω has no proper subset that can be so partitioned (to
avoid generating subsumed constraints).

4.5 Results and Discussion
We transform the linear constraint models to pseudo-Boolean
form and apply PBS [1] (with VSIDS variable ordering
and G=50 as recommended). Using the instances from [9;
13], Figure 4 shows the time in seconds taken to find an op-
timum solution for ILOG Solver 5.0 on a 750 MHz Pentium
III [?]; this has similar performance to our machine so the
times are roughly comparable. Case (a) and the Solver results
use symmetry breaking and implied constraints, case (b) adds
capacity dominance enforcement constraints (implied when
U is set to the optimum value), case (c) adds to (b) colour
and wastage dominance enforcement constraints, and case (d)
adds to (c) cutting dominance enforcement constraints up to
arity 3. Times longer than one hour are denoted by “—”. The
upper bound U was set to the known optimum value for the
problem.

PBS with symmetry breaking and implied constraints is
(perhaps surprisingly) not much worse than Solver. Adding

capacity dominance enforcement constraints significantly im-
proves performance. Adding colour and wastage dominance
enforcement constraints has a slightly erratic effect but is pos-
itive overall, and enables PBS to solve the largest problem.
Adding cutting dominance enforcement constraints also has
an erratic effect, with improvements on some instances.

Figure 5(i) compares PBS on model (c) with the results of
[13] who used a faster 1.17 GHz Pentium III. (The CPLEX
results are the best of several models; CPLEX was unable
to solve all instances within the time limit with any single
model.) They experimented with: IP models implemented in
OPL and solved with CPLEX; CP models with two different
branching strategies, solved with ILOG Solver 5.2; and hy-
brid CP/IP models solved by Solver and CPLEX. Both Solver
and CPLEX were called via OPL. Solver model 1 denotes an
IP model similar to our model (a), and model 2 denotes a hy-
brid model with channelling constraints.

We start PBS with U = 1000 instead of ∞ because our
model needs a finite upper bound in order to express the
wastage constraints (a better method would be to compute an
upper bound for U ). Each time we find a solution we restart
the search with U set to the total slab size of that solution mi-
nus 1. There is no other communication between iterations so
some search effort is wasted. When starting from a high value
of U the best PBS variable ordering heuristic turn out to be a
fixed ordering (o, s, c, e) instead of the recommended VSIDS
ordering. We now fail to solve the largest instance within
the time limit but obtain better results overall. All times in-
clude proof of optimality, which is trivial on these instances
because each has a “perfect” solution with zero wastage. We
use a threshold of 5746 seconds instead of one hour, to al-
low for our slower machine. Numbers in brackets indicate
the best result found within the time limit, while times longer
than the threshold are denoted by “—”.

PBS with model (c) now has better overall performance
than Solver with either constraint model, though our results
are not as good as their CPLEX or hybrid results. Note that
dominance enforcement constraints could be added to the hy-
brid model. (In retrospect it may have been more informative
to add dominance in the same models as used by previous re-
searchers.) As noted, for these problem instances the proof
of optimality is trivial as they all have perfect solutions. We
expect the dominance enforcement constraints to have an im-
pact on the time required to prove optimality as they prune
alternative (but not better) solutions. We therefore designed
a set of benchmarks without perfect optimum solutions. For
a problem of size N , we define a set of N orders with size 2
and colour 1, N orders with size 3 and colour 2, and 1 order
of size 4 and colour 3. The available slab sizes are 3 and 6.

Figure 5(ii) shows the optimum total slab size Uopt and
total order weight Σω for various values of N , with execution
times for proofs of optimality (U = Uopt − 1) under various
models. Values of N having perfect solutions are omitted.
Cases (a), (c) and (d) are as in Figure 4. The colour, wastage
and capacity dominance enforcement constraints make a very
large difference to the proofs of optimality.



Solver Solver CPLEX Solver+ PBS
O model 1 model 2 model 1 CPLEX (c)
12 (79) 0.28 9.90 0.52 1.05
16 (112) 6.51 10.7 0.53 11.9
18 (121) 145 1.98 0.67 118
19 (121) 303 2.6 1.91 78.7
20 (152) 2014 5.91 2.97 509
21 — 21.8 12.0 4.84 46.4
25 — 1216 65.2 7.6 5.1
30 — (197) 1180 15.9 (196)

N Σω Uopt (a) (c) (d)
3 19 21 0.01 0.02 0.02
5 29 30 0.05 0.03 0.03
6 34 36 0.07 0.07 0.05
8 44 45 2.16 0.54 0.2
9 49 51 0.58 0.68 0.14

11 59 60 45.5 6.32 0.69
12 64 66 5.33 5.79 0.39
14 74 75 1777 131 6.7
15 79 81 51.2 55.5 0.99
17 89 90 — 1320 27.1

Figure 5: Slab design results.

5 Peaceable Armies of Queens
For our final case study we consider the problem of placing
equally sized armies of black and white queens on an N ×N
chess board so that no white queen can attack a black queen
(or vice-versa), and to maximize the size of the armies [4].
An IP model was defined by Plastria [5]. Smith et al. [18]
defined and tested three constraint models for the problem,
breaking symmetry by using SBDS [2; 11].

5.1 A Basic Model
We define a new IP for the problem, drawing on ideas from
the constraint models of [18]. Associate a pair of 0/1 vari-
ables bij and wij with each square. The bij (resp. wij ) take
value 1 if there is a black (resp. white) queen on square (i, j)
and 0 otherwise. In addition to these square variables, de-
fine 0/1 line variables b` and w` for each line ` (row, column
or diagonal; one diagonal at each corner contains a single
square). The optimization problem can be expressed as a se-
ries of CSPs with increasing lower bound Q on the number
of black and white queens:

∑

i

∑

j

bij ≥ Q
∑

i

∑

j

wij ≥ Q

Any surplus queens may be removed to obtain a pattern with
exactly Q black and Q white queens. The other constraints
are as follows. No square or line may be both black and white:
bij + wij ≤ 1 and b` + w` ≤ 1. If a square is black [white]
then its four associated line variables are black [white]:

4 bij ≤
∑

`∈Lij

b` 4 wij ≤
∑

`∈Lij

w`

where Lij denotes the lines passing through square (i, j). If a
line is black [white] then at least one of its associated squares

is black [white]:

b` ≤
∑

(i,j)∈S`

bij w` ≤
∑

(i,j)∈S`

wij

where S` denotes the squares on line `.

5.2 Symmetry
Smith et al. use SBDS to break four rotational symmetries,
two reflectional symmetries and one colour symmetry (flip
all colours). We add constraints to the model before search,
which is weaker than SBDS but has the advantage that it can
be used with any search algorithm. First the colour symmetry
is broken by insisting that no white queens are placed on the
top row: w1 = 0. For the rotational and reflectional symme-
tries, we consider the eight half-rows and half-columns at the
edges of the board as binary representations of integers. We
then post constraints to make the black left half of the top row
represent the greatest number:

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − bNi − wNi) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − biN − wiN ) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − b1i − w1i) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − bN−i−1 N − wN−i−1 N ) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − b1 N−i−1 − w1 N−i−1) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − bN−i−1 1 − wN−i−1 1) ≥ 0

∑bN/2c
i=1 2i−1(bi1 − bN N−i−1 − wN N−i−1) ≥ 0

5.3 Dominance
Suppose that in a solution, queens are only placed in a smaller
rectangle than N×N , for example rows and columns 2 . . .N .
The solution can still be rotated and reflected within the
smaller square, and also translated upward until a queen ap-
pears in the top row, and leftwards until a queen appears in the
left column. The reverse is not true: a solution with queens in
the top row and left column cannot necessarily be translated,
because other queens might fall off the bottom row and right
column. Thus we have two translational dominances, which
can be enforced by insisting that at least one queen be placed
in the top row and at least one queen be placed in the left
column: b1 + w1 ≥ 1 and bN+1 + wN+1 ≥ 1, where line
N + 1 denotes the left column. Combining these constraints
with the colour symmetry breaking constraint above, results
in the constraint b1 = 1, requiring a black queen in the top
row.

Another dominance occurs when placing a queen on a
square cannot violate any constraint. There are three cases.
Firstly, if a solution exists with an empty square whose lines
are uncoloured then a solution also exists with a queen of ei-
ther colour in that square (recall that in our formulation only
lower bounds are placed on the sizes of the armies). We call
this the uncoloured dominance and it can be enforced by plac-
ing a queen in that square; more specifically, a black queen.
Secondly, if a solution exists in which an empty square has
no white lines and at least one black line passing through it,
then a black queen may be placed there. We call this the
black dominance. Thirdly, if a solution exists in which an
empty square has no black lines and at least one white line,



pseudo-Boolean ILOG Solver
N Q basic symm dom both +VO basicsymm U+VO
4 2 <0.1<0.01<0.1 <0.1 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02
5 4 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.03
6 5 1.6 0.15 0.6 0.07 0.08 2.9 0.41 0.13
7 7 29 2.2 6 0.49 0.66 56 7.8 1.12
8 9 236 41 93 5.4 5.25 2100 240 11.7
9 12 26091 17041262 93 31 116

10 14 879 298 2460
11 17 12379 2874 37100
12 21 17868
13 24 247331

Figure 6: Results for the Peaceable Armies of Queens

then a white queen may be placed there. This is the white
dominance. Two families of constraints can be used to en-
force these dominances. One enforces both the black and un-
coloured and the other enforces the white:

bij +
∑

`∈Lij

w` ≥ 1 bij + wij +
∑

`∈Lij

b` ≥ 1

5.4 Results and Discussion
As above, these models are transformed to pseudo-Boolean
form. We apply a naive backtracker using a lexicographi-
cal variable ordering: first the square variables row by row,
then the line variables (experiments with the much more so-
phisticated PBS solver [1] surprisingly gave inferior results).
Figure 6 shows the CPU times for the algorithms to find and
prove optimal solutions for various values of N . It shows
results for the basic model (basic), the basic model with sym-
metry breaking (symm), with dominance enforcement (dom),
with both (both), and both with a modified (but still static)
variable ordering heuristic (+VO). The modified variable or-
dering chooses variables with the highest score pn + p + n
where p and n are the number of positive and negative occur-
rences of the variable, breaking ties lexicographically. The
figure also shows results for ILOG Solver with and with-
out SBDS on a basic squares-only model (basic and symm),
and ILOG Solver results with SBDS on the best (unattacked
squares) model and a most-unattacked-square variable order-
ing heuristic (U+VO). The results for Solver are taken from
Smith et al. [18] who use a 600 MHz Celeron PC. Q denotes
the number of queens.

Both symmetry breaking and dominance enforcement
make a significant difference to search time. Though our
symmetry breaking approach is simple it achieves speedups
comparable to those of SBDS on this problem. Dominance
enforcement achieves similar speedups, that increase with
N until it gives better results than symmetry breaking (we
do not know whether this can be extrapolated to larger in-
stances). Applying both symmetry breaking and dominance
enforcement gives even better results than ILOG Solver, and
adding the modified variable ordering further reduces execu-
tion times so that we are able to increase N by 2. Figure
7 shows the first known optimal solutions, as far as we are
aware, for N = 12 and N = 13. The solution for N = 13

. . . b b b . . . . . b

. . . b b b . . . . b .

. . . b b b . . . b . b

. . . . b . . . . . b b

. . . . . . . . . b b b

. . . . . . . . . b b .

. . w . . . w . . . . .

. w w . . . . . . . . .
w w w . . . . . w . . .
w w . . . . . w w . . .
w . w . . . w w w . . .
. w . . . . w w w . . .

b . . . b . b . . . b . b
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
. w . w . w . w . w . w .
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
b . . . b . b . . . b . b
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
b . . . b . b . . . b . b
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
. w . w . w . w . w . w .
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
b . . . b . b . . . b . b
. . w . . . . . w . . . .
b . . . b . b . . . b . b

Figure 7: Optimal 12× 12 and 13× 13 solutions.

actually contains 25 black queens and 24 white ones; to ob-
tain a solution with equal-sized armies we can simply remove
any black queen.

6 Conclusion
Problem symmetry has recently received a great deal of at-
tention in the literature, and exploiting it has led to huge im-
provements in search performance. Symmetry can be seen
as a special (bi-directional) form of dominance, which is a
weaker, more general property. However, dominance has
been far less exploited than symmetry in the CP literature.
We believe that it should rank alongside symmetry breaking
as a generic CP technique, and that it can be profitable to treat
both in a uniform way.

To support this thesis we added new dominance enforce-
ment constraints to three well-studied symmetric problems.
In the Still-Life and Peaceable Armies of Queens problems
we found geometrically-inspired dominances that are analo-
gous to some common symmetries: whereas rotation and re-
flection are common symmetries in geometric problems, we
found translational and pattern-based dominances, leading to
improved results on the latter problem. In the Steel Mill Slab
Design problem we found a new form of dominance (cutting)
that improves proofs of optimality. We hope that these exam-
ples will serve to stimulate further research on dominance in
CP.

It may be that dominance has been relatively unexploited
because it is more natural to think in terms of symmetry.
However, we found that after a little practice it became quite
natural to think in dominance terms, and that it helped to
guide the modeling process. In the Steel Mill Slab De-



sign problem we found several dominance enforcement con-
straints that transform if and less-than-or-equal-to definitions
to tighter if-and-only-if and equals definitions. Though these
could have been exploited without thinking in dominance
terms, they were not used by previous researchers and we
were led to them by considerations of dominance.

Dominance also led us to an insight on another problem.
The best constraint model for the Peaceable Queens prob-
lem found by Smith et al. [18] was the unattacked queens
model. That model represents only the white queens, ensur-
ing that there are at least as many unattacked squares as white
queens; black queens are implicitly placed in these squares.
The stated advantages of this model are that the search vari-
ables have smaller domains and that there are fewer con-
straints. But another perspective on this model is that by
merging the cases of a square containing no queen and a black
queen, it implicitly enforces the black and uncoloured (but
not the white or translational) dominances. Perhaps part of
the advantage of this model can be traced to the absence of
these dominances. In retrospect, the unattacked queens model
could have been inspired by the identification and elimination
of dominated solutions. Given that constraint modeling is a
poorly understood and difficult process, heuristics that lead to
good models are an important research direction.
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